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~ Parallel of Rom~ de l'Isle's and 

the same time, " it will cost me ~1. os. 6d. to hew thi~ 
timber and carry it to London, where it will only feteh 
71. 9s. 6d. per load," tie would instantly conclude what he 
would think a ~ood bargain ; not suspecting that the diffe- 
rence of measure (if hewn, as in the last example,) eoulcl 
put nearly 11. l~s. per load, or 31 per cent. into the pocket 
of the dealer. 

I t  may be proper to add, that the way to examine any 
lot of hewn timber, with the view of determining to which 
line of the above table it should' be referred, is to take the 
calliper in inches of several of the trees indiscriminately 
chosen in the middle or girting place, first on each of the{r 
sides, or in the directions Aa and _/la, and place the results 
under each other in a column, and next callipering them in 
the same place but at the corners or m the directions Bb 
and Bb, placing these likewise in a eolumn ; then dividing 
the sum of the first eolumn by the sum of the second co- 
lumn, and carrying the divis{on to three or four places of 
decimals, the quotient or result is to be sought tbr in the 
first column of the table. 

Hoping that I h,ve made the above intelfig!ble, and that 
the table will not be unacceptable to the gro~ ers of timber~ 
their agents~ and others. 

I remain, my lord, your lordship's 
most obedient and bramble servant, 

Crown-street, X~rcsminstcr~ JOHN FAREY. 
May 3o, 18o3. 

XXXIX. Parallel of Ro~. D~. L'IsL~'s and the Mbb~ 
H:,u~"'s Theories of Crystallography. 

[Continued from p. x7z.] 

~rNa'HESIS is grounded, as I mentioned, on the fact, that 
all well formed crystals are "terminated by plane surfkces. 

Since there exist primitive forms, there must also be se, 
eondary forms, tbr the one supposes the existence of the 
other. The seeondarv forms are sueh, that sections can be 
made only parallel to'the sides of the primitive ; and when 
the primitive has been produced by these sections, the di- 
vision being continued the integrant particles are obtained. 

The mineralogical analysis descends from the secondary 
to the primitive form, and from the latter to the integrant 
particle ; just so the mineralogical synthesis ascends from 
the integrant particle to the pnmitive~ and from thence to 
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the MbbE HaVz~" s Theories of Crz/stallography. 2~3 

the secondary forms. A crystalline edifiee is therefore 
raised by means Of the integrant partiele~. What  are the 
laws of this extraordinary architecture? By laws I mean 
the disposition of the laminm, not the means employed by 
nature to execute the curious structure. 

Laws must exist, 1 st, For the formation of the primitive; 
and, 2dly, For the construction of the secondary tbrm. The 
primitives are either similar to their integrant particles, or 
they are not. If  they are, their ibrms must be parallelopi- 
pedons, and their laws of tbrmation very snnple ; tbr there 
will be the same number of integrant particles in each row, 
as there are rows in each lamina, as there are laminze in the 
primitive form. It is easy to conceive that all the joints 
perfectly coincide with each other and form continued 
planes ; neither will there be any vacuity left between the 
particles. If  the primitive be not similar to the integrant 
particle, then the simplicity of the former case disappears. 
t have already stated that there are three forms of integrant 
particles; the tetra6dron, the triangular prism, and the 
paratlelopipedon. There are also six primitive forms ; the 
parallelopipedon, the octa~dron, the tetra/~dron, the re- 
gular hexa~dral prism, the dodeea6dron bounded by 
rhombs all equal and similar, and the dodeea~dron with 
triangular sides and fornaed by. two right pyramids united 
t~ase to base. Of these six primitive tbrms there are only 
the parallelopipedon and the regular hexa~dral prism that 
can exactly fill up a space without leaving any vacuity. The 
inte~rant particles of the fbrmer are parailelopipedons ; of 
the ]~atter, triangular prisms. As to the other four primitive 
forms, their integrant particles are tetra~drons. The do- 
deea6dron bounded by rhombs is produced by twenty-four 
similar tetra~drons without any vacuity between them; 
the octa6dron and tetra~dron are formed by tetrai~drons 
leaving octa6dral vacuities; and the dodeca~dron bounded 
by triangles, to he formed of tetra/~drons~ must imply see° 
tiot~s parallel to more than six planes ; which perfectly co- 
incides with observation. 

These vacuities, whose existence must he admitted in the 
inte*rant particles, as well as between those particles when 

g . . . .  . 

forming a pnmmve, give rise to the following reflections : 
When the elements of a substance are chemically com- 

bined, that substance is homogeneous. Let us suppose a 
crystal of such a substance to be subdivided into small pa- 
rallelopipedons equal and similar: as the substance is homo- 
geneous, and these little parallel0pipedons leaving no vacui- 
ties between ttxem~ it is evident the elements that eom- 
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~2~ Parallel of Rem~ de l'Isle's and 

pose them are equal in number and proportion. W e  
wltl next suppose the crystals of this substance can be 
divided by sections parallel to six planes. In that supposi- 
tion, nineteen or twenty different species of parallelopipe- 
dons can be produced. Among these species some will 
be similar, others not ; but none of the species will be ex- 
actly parallel to each other. W e  will proceed on two si- 
milar crystals of the same substance and equal in solidity, ; 
~lvla.ing the first into one species, the other into adifferent 
species, of parallelopipedons, equal in solidity but not in 
surface; and let the division of each be pushed to its last 
term. But as we are come by smooth sections to parailelo- 
pipedons of different species, those sections have also pro, 
duced their difthrences~: but by supposition these parallelo- 
pipedons are the result of the last possible term of division 
without destroying the chemical composition, and being 
equal in solidity, though not in surface, they cannot con- 
tam each other ; theretbre if tbieir differences are not inte° 
grant parts of both, these differences must cease to be ho- 
rn. ogeneous, and we come ~ a sort of chemical decomposi- 
tion. It is true we cannot execute this excessive division~ 
hut We can form a very correct idea of it. I f  the little pa- 
rallelopipedons contain two sorts of elements, their difli~r- 
enees will also, but in different proportions ; and, sir, i f  
you will turn to Berthollet's Researches on the Laws of Af. 

3~nities, you will see him in all his experiments rovin , that 
• w . . . . .  P g rio ever veri~ctlv a chemical decomposmon may have been 
made, the result's will always contain a certain portion of 
those substances from which it was the object of the ope- 
ration to separate them: If  these reflections, sir, are well 
grounded, do they not give us hopes, and perhaps show 
me ~ssibilitv, of descendin~ from the integrant articles .P __ ~ -  - P 
to the constituent particles. This second research is of the 
same nature as the first. It is more than probable that the 
constituent particles themselves are divisible, having no de- 
termiraed fioq,re but are afr~rre,rations, suhiect to the same 
laws as the inte~rant partmles. ' lhe object of the natural 
philosopher is not to ~]iseover the forms of the ultimate par-~ 
tides, but to determine their respective positions ; which, 
if  ever they could be determined in the mtegrant particles 
and their component parts, the grand problem of" chemical 
affinities would be fully solved ; and should such ever be 
the case, to the Abb6 Hafiv's theory would be due the merit, 
T:th~e nCydOpaedia Brita~l,'zica, under the article Chemistry, 

Supplement, p. 396, say : 
" This theory, to say no more of ib ~s, in point of.in- 

genmty, 
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the Abb~ Hai'~y's Theories of Crystallography. ~ a  

enuitv. inferior to few ; and the mathematical skill and 
a dustr')~ of its author are entitled to the greatest applause. 

" But what we consider as the most important part of  
that philosopher's labours, is the method which they point 
out of discovering the figure of the integrant particles of 
crystals ; because it may pave tile way for calculating.the 
affinities of bodies, which is certainly by far the most im- 
portant part of chemistry. This part of the subject, there- 
fbre, deserves to be investigated with the greatest care." 

But I return to the point whence this digression carried 
me , - - to  the vacuities left between the integrant particles in 
the construction of a primitive tbrm. The Abbd considers 
them as filled either by the water of crystallization or by 
some other substanee. Is it not an admissible suppositio~ 
that this other substance is composed of the same elements 
as the integrant particles, but in different proportions ? At  
least, such-is the conclusion I should be teaa, pted to draw 
after reading Berthollet's excellent Researches on Affinities. 

1 shall now proceed to the laws of formation in secondary 
crystals. It is easy to deduce them from these two facts : 
vlz. 1st, That the sides of the secondary crystals are planes; 
2dly, That they divide by smooth sections parallel to the 
sides of their primitive ibrm. 

Let us take a rhomboid bf carbonate of lime for example. 
I f  on one of the sides of the rhomboid I wished to raise a 
pyramid, I should .lay laminae of rhomboidal particles upon 
each other. These laminae would decrease in surface until 
the last is reduced to a single rhomboid. Thus the second 
lamina contains fewer particles than the first, the third 
f~wer than the second, and so on. As the faces of  these 
pyramids are always to be planes, the successive decrements 
of the laminae must be equal ; that is to say, the second la- 
mina is less by one range in every direction than the first, 
and the third than the second, &c. I f  the decrement is 
more rapid ; that is to say, if two or three ranges are sub- 
traeted in the second lamina, the same number will be sub- 
traeted from the third, and so on successively till the pyramid 
is completed. .As the sections arc to be smooth, the joints 
must fbrm one continued plane; therefore the ranges and 
even the particles at the joints must not encroach on each 
other : hence it follows that the. number of ranges succes- 
sively subtracted from each lamina can never be incommen- 
surable ; that is to say, the decrement may be 1, 2j s, 4, 
&e. ; but-never . /2,  ~/3, &e. 

These are the decrements parallel to the edges, or, as the 
Abbd calls them, decrements on the edges. But they may 
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~26 Po~atlel of Rome de l'Isle's and 

take place in a parallel with the diagonal of the faces of the 

~ rimitive; they are then called decrements on the angles, 
ecause the diagonals are drawn from one angle to the op- 

posite angle. This second species of decrement tbllows the 
same laws as the first. 

There is a third species, called by our author inter- 
~nediate devrements. In this case they are neither parallel 
to the edges nor to the diagonals of the faces, but to inter- 
mediate lines, which if prolonged would intersect both the 
edges and diagonals, b~tt otherwise they follow the same 
laws as the two first; It is a general law, therefore~ that in 
all cases t~e laminae decrease in arithmetical progression, 
and its ratio or the number of  ranges subtractedjs alu'affs 
commensurable. 

The particles of which the laminae are composed are to 
be considered as parallelopipedons ; not that the integrant 
particles always have this figure ; but if they have it not, 
they mu~t leave vacuhies between them, anti each vacuity 
being added to its corresponding particle, will complete the 
parallelop)pedon. If  this was not the ease, the fhees of the 
secondary crystals would not b e  planes, nor could they b e  
split smoothly in any direction. These little parallelopipe- 
dons Which compose the 'subtracted ranges are what I called 
above, after our author, subtractive particles. 

I supposed the construction of the secondary form only 
to tak~ place on one of the f~tees of the rhomboid ; but what 
was said relative to that fhce is applicable to all the others. 
It  is also to be remarked that different laws of decrement 
may affect the different faces ; even further, different taws 
may successively affect the same face. Hence a diversity 
of forms arise scarcely credible to a person unaeq.uainted 
with the doctrine of cmnbinations. The Abb6 Itaiiy has 
calculated, " that confining oneself to decrements by 1, 2, 
3, or 4 ranges~ and not takingintermediate or mixt decre- 
ments into account, the rhomboid is capable of 8~3G4~6o4 
varieties of crystalline fbrms. 

It is an important remark, that whatever m.~y bc the va-. 
rietv of' tbrm, the forms (in complete crystals) will always 
be symmetrical. There are two sorts of symmetry, the 
perfect and iml~erfect. In the perfect, the right is sy m- 
metrical with the lefl~ and the top with thc bottom ] but 
in the imperfect, the top is not symmetrical with the bot- 
tom. Thi~ latter species of symmetry appears, by general 
observationj to be exclusively appropriated to cri'stals that  
become electrical by heat ; that is to say, which being ex- 
posed to the heat of the fire~ or plunged into hot water9 
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the Abbe Ha~'~y's Theories of Cr~dstallographv, ~27 

acquire the electric power. These crystals, the tourmaenli 
for example~ acquire a positive electricity on one side, while 
on the side diametrically opposite their electricity becomes 
negative ; and all observations hitherto made give us reason 
to conclude that these sides are never synnnetrical, and are 
always produced by diffei~nt or f~wer laws of decrement. 
'~ Hence," says the Abbd, '" by mere inspection it is easy 
to point out which is the side that will give the positive and 
which the negative electricity." (Vol. i. p. 237.) 

The astonishing variety in the erstalline tbrms leads us 
naturally to ask, What  can be the cause of this variety ? 
This question has not been treated by the Abb6 : allow me, 
~ir, to submit a few ideas on the subject for the opinion of 
mathematicians. 

First causes, I repeat, are not the object of this discus- 
sion. I state the question thus : W h y  does the same sub- 
stance crystallize in such a variety of forms, always sym- 
metrical and always terminated by planes ? 

The solution of this question seems to require three con- 
ditions: 1st, That the particles of the substance dissolved 
in the fluid all leave the state of rest at the same instant, to 
form the crystal by their aggregation: 2dlv, That, while 
these particles are in the act of drawing near'to each otherj 
no foreign power shall imprint on them any other motion 
than a common motion, whether it be in a straight line, 
or rotary round their common centre of gravity: 3dl.y, That 
the particles all arrive at the state of rest at the same mstantj 
which takes place when the act of crystallization is finished. 
The second condition is necessary, and infers the first and 
third. The natural 'consequence of these conditions will be, 
that the aggregation of the particles will only take place 
conformably to a law acting equally on all of them, what- 
ever may be the law. 

Since they all. leave the state of rest at the same instant, 
they are in equilibrio previous to that instant. Since they 
all arrive at the state of rest at the same instant, they are m 
equilibrio after that instant: but when particles that are 
acted upon by no other three than that which they exercise 
on each other, are in equilibrio, they are in the closest pos° 
sible union that concomitant circumstances will permit. I f  
the pa~ tieles were in cquilibrio previous to their leaving the 
state of rest, something must have obstructed their approach. 
Let us suppose that something to be the interposition of an- 
other substance, and that so long as the interposition re- 
mains equilibrium is maintained. But this can only be 
the case, in as much as the whole of the particles of the in- 
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~,~ P~alleZ o./tRome de l'BZe's and 

te~osed substance are in equilihrio with the whole of the 
particles dissolved and about to leave the state of rest, which 
in the future I shall call the proper partic@s. If by any 
cause which acts uniformly on the whole surface of the dis 
,olving fluid any of the interposed particles are-subtracted, 
the p pe p r o  r articles . . . .  must cease to be in equilibrio~ A step 
toward aggregauon will Immediately take place, and the 
equilibrium will be restored. A further subtraction will 
produce a further step toward aggregation, and a comequent 
equilibrium ; and. these o.perations, will be repeated so lon. g 
as the cause of subtraetlon continues, and the longer Its 
duration the larger will be the resulting crystalline mass= 
If  the above mode of reasoning be admitted, it will sufficg 
to apply the-laws of equilibrium to deduce the laws of crys- 
tallige forms. The laws of equilibrium to which I allude 
are those of the equilibrium of  fluids, with" certain modifica- 
tions which shall hereafter be explained. According to these 
laws, that the preceding conditions may take place in thd 
formation of a crystal, it will be necessary that they take 
place in the formation of each and every part of it, what- 
ever may be the figure or the smallness of those parts. They. 
must also take place in those last crystals which contain the 
le~t possible number of particles; and as these particles are 
in equilibrio, and in the greatest possible state of proximity 
to each other which circumstances will permit, it must fol- 
low, to fulfil all the conditions, that these particles tbrm a 
symmetrical polv6dron. This peculiar disposition of the 
crystalline particles constitutes the modification, to which I 
alluded, in the laws of the equilibrium of fluids ; it being 
i~essary in this ease to take the number of crystalline par= 
ticl~ into account, which is not the case when treating ot 
the particles of a fluid. In a fluid, the paiticles and thdr  
reciprocal distances are supposed infinitely small; but the 
crystat'line particles and their distances to each other must 
besupposed finite. This material difference wilt neces- 
~k,lxily czuse:a difference between the forms of their ag- 
gregates. Those formed with th~ particles of a fluid will 
lie boun~t  by curved lines : the crystalline aggregates, on 
the contrary,will be terminated by straight lines; and when 
these st~ight lin~s are not too small, the boundaries will be 
sensibly rectilinear. 

To ascertain what the power is that holds the particle~ 
in the state of rest, though not in close contact, is not the 
~lUet~tion ; but the form of the poJy6drons which they pro- 
d~e .  The closer adhesiou of the partieles to be obtained by 
the tttbtr~ti~a af caIQric suflioica.tly demonstrates that. the 

8 particle~ 
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tile A~be tta{~y's Theories of Crystallography. 229 

particles are not in dose contact with each other, and the 
constancy of the crystalline forms equally proves that they 
are in ec[uilibrio'. W e  will now proceed to the construc- 
tmn of  a crystal with these crystalline particles. That the 
constancy of the form in the large crystal be preserved, the 
particles must be in equilibrio. That the equilibrium be 
preserve(l, the forces that solicit th e particles to motion must 
mutually destroy each other. That the mutual destruetlo~x 
of these tbrces be effected, those forces after having bee~t 
decomposed into other relatively parallel to three axes per- 
pendicular to each other, and having a common point of in- 
tersection, must each meet ill its direction another force 
equal and diametrically opposed to it. This will be obtained 
it" the similar partMes ar~ arranged on straight lines parallel 
two and two at equal opposite distances from the commort 
centre, and bisected by lines passing through that centre ; 
but if the particles are thus arranged they m u s t  produce 
symmetrical solids bounded by pla'/'les; al{d they are thus 
arranged: for if i foreign fbrce, an excess of caloric for 
exampte, does not impede the free arrangement of the par- 
ticles in the tbnnation of the crystal, their exterior dispo- 
sition will follow as much as possible their interior arrange- 
ment;  but their interior arrangement must be on straight 
lines, or the crystal would cease to be homogeneous.; their 
exterior disposition will therefore be on straight lines; 

As the circumstances giving rise to the approach of the 
particles may be in the highest degree variable, it must fbl- 
tow that the tbrms produced may be diversified in the ex-~ 
treme. Such, sir, is the answer I should submit tbr the 
solution of the question proposed. 

When speaking of the approach of the proper particles, 
I said that it might be occasioned by the subtraction of 
certain interposed particles which obstructed the approach 
of the proper particles. The former are generally water, 
caloric, or any fluid elastic or not. Their exit may perhaps 
make place for others, such as light, electricity, &c. &c. 
But the essential point is, that~ whatever these particles may 
be, they are in perfect equilibrio with the proper particles, 
otherwise they would become perturbing forces. Hence 
it fi~llows, that not only the intdgrant particles of the crys- 
tal, but all those that are mixed with them, the chemical or 
component particles, and even the vacuities, must follow 
the same la~vs. It also tbllows, that if each species of par- 
ticle (even the chemical) that enters into the tbrmation of 
the crystal bc separately considered, each species will have 
it~ distinct symmetrical and poly#dral tbrm. ]ia¢ forms 

Vol. 19. No. 7,5. ltugust 18o,1. R will 
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~30 Parallel of Rome de l'lsle's and 

will penetrate each other~ while the particles will not onIy 
not penetrate~ but not even touch each other. All form's 
would stand in the same predicament as the regular oeta6- 
dron, whioh eoutains., as the Abbd Haiiy has demonstrated, 
six regular oeta6drdns and eight regular tetra~drons, each 
tetra~rort containing one oeta6dron and fimr tetra~drons. 
It will further follow~ if the chemical elements can be looked 
upon as particles which are not in eontaet'with each other, 
that we may fi'om thence mathematically determine che- 
mical.affinities. 

I have now, sir, but one task left ; to speak of the appli- 
cation our author has made of algebra and geometry to crys- 
tallography. Many persons complain of the difficulty ne- 
cessarily resulting from it in tile study of mineralogy ; and 
dare not engage in it, uncertain whether they will find a 
compensation tbr their trouble. Our author laas therefore 
adopted a double plan, and begins by exposing his theory 
by a series of reasonings and argoments whicl~ wilt suffice 
to make the reader ut,~dcrstand it, or atiy discoveries mad~ 
in consequence of it. He then exFoses the theor'¢ in the 
most correct of all languages--mathematical analysis ; by 
far the mo;t  interesting, ancl the on17 means 6f making dis- 
coveries oneself: and who can be callous to the pleasure of 
d!scovering an unknown truth ? If  tile-solution of a problem 
gwes so much satisfaction, though the data be only ima- 
ginary, what must be the sensations of those who are'happy 
ennu~h to solve problems whose data are set by Him whom 
the #eatest of pagan philosophers calls the eternal Geome- 
trician? This recalls r6flections to my mind which I cannot 
suppress. Conversing one day with the Abbd Ha/iy, he 
was taking a cursory view of all the modern discoveries ; 
when he could not help remarking, tha t  there was not One 
of them but what furnished victorious arms to the cause of 
religion. My answer was, that in future the name of God 
would he as distiuetlv written on a crystal as it had hitherto 
been in the heavens." The observation of this most religious 
and ingenious man reminds me of' the savin~ of lord Bacon, 
"' A little philosophy es,~ran~es us from reli~ion, but a Creat 
deal reclaims us a~am. Even d Alembert could not help 
saving: " All atl[eist in tt'~e Cartesian system is a philoso- 
pher mistak.en in ~he principles ; but a~l'atheist in the New- 
tonian system is something worse, an inconsequent philo- 
sopher." 

But .to return to the mathematical part of our author's 
theory: the branch of mathematics, and the manner lit 
which.he treats it, are ahnost new. The theory of poly/~- 
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i],e Abb~ Haiiy's Theorks of Crystallograhy. 231 

drons had been nearly neglected by geometers, both on 
account of  the diffieul(v to l'e~resent a Doly~dron on a plan% 
and because they did'not feel the u'tility of the pursuit. 
Nevertheless, strange to say, all the regular figures that are 
to be found m one of the three kmgdo.ns of nature are pot 
lv6drons. In this point of view, the branch of mathematics 
illustrated by the A1)b~ becomes very interesting; and it is 
not a little s% to see with what ingenuity he extricates him- 
self t¥om the diffieuities he meets with in his researches. 
He forms all the polyi/drons, however complicated, of little 
equal rhomboids or paratlelopipedons, and by that means 
he reduces the theories of every possible poly~dron to that 
of the rhomboid, which is extremely simplified by two very 
simple remarks: l sb That in all equilateral rhomboids, 
whatever may he the species, their projection on a plane 
perpendieular to their axes will always be a regular hexagon : 
2dlv, That the axes will always be trisected by perpendicu- 
lars drawn from all the lateralsolid angles. His theory has 
also led him to discover in a variety of crystals geometrieai 
~roperties, Which must be highly ~ratii~ing to geometers. 
k;ut the ~reat advantage to be derive~d from it is, that it enao 
bles us with the fewest possible data to calculate the c~s -  
talline forms just as astronomers do the motions of the hea- 
vens. By the very mean~ bywhich the latter determine the 
fitture motions of  the heavens, the Abb6 decides which 
tbrms are possible and which are impossible. It is thus by 
h;~ simple at~l general law of crystallization, " the number 
of the ranges of the subtraetive particles must always be a 
eonnnensurable quantity," that he has demonstra~.ed the 
regular dodeea6dron anti the regular icosa~dron to be im- 
possible forms in mineralogy. As the immortal Newton, 
by having discovered the law of attraction to be " in the 
inverse ratio of the squares of the distances," explained and 
calculated every thing in the vast regions of the firmament 
so at the other extrenfity of the creation the Abb~ Hafiy,~by 
means of a single law which he has discovered, explains 
the irregulariti~ and calculates those problematic fbrma- 
tions with which the mineral kingdom had hi|herto asto- 
nished the natural philosopher. 

Laws, sir, that result from the study of nature enjoy this 
inestimable advantage, that they always lead to equations 
and it is only by the help of equations (expressed Or under- 
~tood) that questions can be solved which relate to Ogjeets 
that can be either counted or measured. 

Of  late, sir, the word nature has been so much abused, 
that I must beg leave to state the precise sense ia which I 
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~3~ On the Catoptrical attd Dioptrica[ 

wish to be understood whenever I have made use of  t[aat 
word in the course of this letter. ThelAhb6 Ha[ly found it 
necessary to take a similar precaution at the begin]ring o f  
the exeellent work (Trait~ de Phl/sique) he has lately puv- 
lished. He  says: " This word NAa'Of~E, SO frequently ilx 
our mouths, can only be looked upon as an abridged ex- 
pression, either for the result of those laws which the GREAT 
CREA'rOR has imprinted on the universe, or for that aggregate 
of beings the works of his hands. Nature, thus viewed in 
its true light, is no longer a subieet of  cold and sterile spe- 
culation. The study of its proi|uctions, of its phasnomena, 
ceases to be a mere exercise ot ~" the mind ; it moves the heart, 
and strengthens the moral virtues in man, by awakening in 
his mind sentiments of  respect and admiration at the sight 
of  so many.wonders bearing the visible characters of  infinit~ 
power and wisdom." 

W i t h  these sentiments 1 remain, sir, yours, 
July i3. r~o4. A . Q .  Bu~E. 

XL.  On the Catoptrieal and Dioptrical Instruments of the 
-/lntients. 

LETTER I I t .  
[Continued (tom p. xgo. ] 

" PART SrCOND. C~iectures on the Existenee~ and the 
Reality ~" the 3lirror of Plol~wn~ *. 

49. ~' I T  is by no means so easy [br us to satisfy ourselves 
with respect to the reality of ti~e 'thet which we are exa- 
mining, as to demonstrate its possibility. The proofs of  
the pgssibility of facts subsist throughout all ages ; t ime 
Jcannot destroy them;  and they may ahvays be discovered 
bv diligent search. But w-hdn the question cdneerns things 
~hieh have existed formerly, bu t  do not now exist, we have 
On]X r e l n a l n l n o ' m  numents or " " " ~ o ", the testimonies of historians, 
to convince us of  their past existence. I f  such monuments 
and testimonies have not come down to us, we have no 
other recalls whatever of" estabiishing such facts. 

5o. " Hence, in our researches• .concerning* the . . . .  possibility 
of facts, we may find com'plete ewdenee. But, m m q u m n g  
into their real existence, we are"frequently obliged to stop 

'* The  reader is requested to correct the numbers of the paragraphs ia 
th~ hr~t k.ar~:, wi~ich ar~ 48 m all. 
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